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Inspirational canvases which combine the written word with the production of art.  Wouldn’t 

these make great gifts?  Why not change the words on the canvases to words which mean 

something to you or individual names?   The background on these canvases combine a random 

paint application with hand painted collage papers. Use your own creativity to finish these lovely 

canvases to keep for yourself or to give as gifts.  Add scrapbooking papers or hand painted 

papers to the backs, add a screw eye, a beautiful hanger and you have a lovely personalized 

ornament for someone special.   
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Palette:  Deco Art Americana 
Alizarin Crimson #DA179 

Electric Pink #DA231 

Lamp Black #DA067 

Santa Red #DA170 

Snow White #DA01 

Sour Apple #DA275 

 

Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics Cadmium Orange DMFA15 

Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics Metallic Gold DMFA49 

Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics Phthalo Blue DMFA23 

Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics Pyrrole Red DMFA18 

Glamour Dust Sizzling Red #DGD03 
 

Supplies: 
Mini Canvases available at your local hobby store, a variety of sizes and shapes are available.   

Stylus 

Transfer paper or transfer method of your choice. 

Deco Art Black Media Gesso #DMM19 

Deco Art Decou-Page Matte # DS106 

Deli Paper available at your big box stores such as Costco 

Miscellaneous Stencils of your choice 

 

Brushes:   
Glaze Wash 3/4”  

Script Liner (SL) 18/0 or 20/0 

Stencil Brushes 

Old scruffy brush for Decou-Page 
 

Canvas Prep and General Painting Instructions:   
 Basecoat each canvas with Black Gesso.  Most canvases found in retail stores are already 

prepped with a coat of white gesso, but for this project I added a coat of black gesso as an 

undercoat to mute my paint colors as well as finish off the canvases.  The slip slap paint 

technique used to complete these canvases is a random paint application and I have left 

some areas without paint.   This allowed me the opportunity to think more about my color 

placement than about the need for perfect paint coverage.   



 These are mini canvases which will mean that you do not have a large amount of real 
estate to work on.  Work quickly so that you do not muddy up your paint colors and use a 

large brush so that you do not become overly particular.  I used the ¾” flat wash brush.   

The finished canvas has that mottled random look to it.  

 Using a slip slap brush technique paint each canvas. Loading your brush first with Snow 

White allows the paint colors to change slightly and blend as your work on these 

canvases.   

 Load your ¾” wash brush with Snow White, dip one corner into Santa Red and the other 
into Alizarin Crimson.  Do not blend your brush on your palette, instead take the brush 

directly to your canvas and slip slap the paint around on the canvas.  Reload as needed 

altering the paint load as you work on the canvas to develop the mottled look.   

 Wash Glamour Dust randomly onto the canvas for added bling.   

 

Collage Elements:   
 I’m a huge fan of using common ordinary book or music paper in my mixed media 

pieces.  You can find old books and musical scores in thrift stores, library giveaways, and 

second hand stores or even in your own personal libraries.   

 For these canvases I wanted a rough edge on the papers and chose to tear all of the paper 

pieces before I glued them onto the canvases.   

 I wanted a semi-transparent look for my collage elements and chose to paint on deli paper 

which is a thin semi-transparent paper used to wrap sandwiches.  These are Kabnet Wax 

from Dixie and were purchased at my local Costco.  Find these deli papers at local box 

stores, Costco, restaurant supply stores or online at Amazon.   

 I used a stencil brush to paint my deli papers using a very random paint application and 

added some stenciling after the painted papers were dry.  I used a combination of Deco 

Art Americana paints with the Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics, you can substitute any 

paint colors you prefer just keep your paint very light so you achieve that semi-

transparent look.  I used the Media Pyrrole Red, Media Cadmium Orange, Deco Art 

Electric Pink, and Media Phthalo Blue.   

 After I chose which papers I wanted to use I tore them to size and adhered with Deco Art 

Decou-Page.   

 After determining my choices for background papers I tore sections out of book 

paper/music paper and glued these over the top of my hand painted papers with Deco Art 

Decou-Page.   

 Using my finger I wiped Metallic Gold paint around the edges to antique the canvases 

and give them a dazzling appearance.   

 Once my collage elements were dry I transferred the lettering and painted the words 

using Lamp Black and then highlighted with the Snow White paint.  Note the pattern 

photo for placement.  

 In my opinion it isn’t necessary to spray varnish a canvas but if you prefer to spray 

varnish feel free.   
 



 

 
 


